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Fusion is a popular practice to increase the reliability of biometric verification. In this paper, we propose
an optimal fusion scheme at decision level by the AND or OR rule, based on optimizing matching score
thresholds. The proposed fusion scheme will always give an improvement in the Neyman–Pearson sense
over the component classifiers that are fused. The theory of the threshold-optimized decision-level fusion
is presented, and the applications are discussed. Fusion experiments are done on the FRGC database
which contains 2D texture data and 3D shape data. The proposed decision fusion improves the system
performance, in a way comparable to or better than the conventional score-level fusion. It is noteworthy
that in practice, the threshold-optimized decision-level fusion by the OR rule is especially useful in
presence of outliers.

© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Fusion is a popular practice to increase the reliability of the bio-
metric verification by combining the information of multiple classi-
fiers [1–3]. Combining information from different biometrics, such
as face, fingerprint, palmprint, iris, etc., has been a trend in the bio-
metrics society [4–8]. Generally speaking, fusion can be done at four
different levels: sensor level, feature level, matching score level, and
decision level [1,3], as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fusion at sensor level is closely related to the specific sensor
types and the corresponding signal/image processing methods. For
a more compact review, we will concentrate on the last three levels,
which are closely related to a classifier. At feature level, for each
classifier, the feature vector is in a high dimensional space: xi ∈
Rmi ,mi�1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N. Note that the dimensionalities mi and mj
could be different for i� j. At matching score level, the feature vector
is reduced to a scalar value, si ∈ R, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N. At decision level,
the matching scores si are compared to the thresholds Ti, and the
outputs are binary decisions di ∈ {1, 0}, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N.

Fusion at the feature level combines the features before applying
the respective classifiers of different biometrics [8–12]. Feature-level
fusion has certain difficulties. Firstly, the feature sets of different
modalities can be incompatible, for example some feature values
might be locations (e.g. of the minutiae set of the fingerprint) while
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some might be gray values (e.g. of the face images), which makes it
infeasible to combine them on the same ground. Secondly, even if a
combination rule could be designed, the size of the resulting feature
vector will often increase. This, in turn, increases the complexity of
the system, making it more difficult to design and train the classifier.

Fusion at matching score level is the most popular way of fu-
sion, offering the best tradeoff between information content and
ease of fusion [1], and has been extensively studied in literature
[13–18]. There are basically three categories of fusion schemes at
the matching score level. The first category of fusion scheme is
transformation-based. Firstly, all the component matching scores are
transformed/normalized so that they are on a comparable scale. Then
simple scalar functions are applied on the transformed matching
scores, resulting in a new matching score. Examples of the functions
are product, sum, mean, max, etc. [13,19,20]. It can be proved that
under certain ideal situations, for example, taking the product of in-
dependent likelihood ratios can achieve the statistically optimal per-
formance in the Neyman–Pearson sense [21]. The second category of
fusion scheme is density-based. It relies on the estimation of the joint
densities of the matching scores, and the fusion is done by statisti-
cal tests, like the likelihood ratio test. Examples of this category of
work include Refs. [2,22–26]1 according to the estimated score dis-
tributions. This category of fusion scheme achieves optimal perfor-
mance if the densities could be accurately learnt, under the situation
when a large number of representative training matching scores are
available. The third category of fusion scheme is classifier-based. It

1 Note in Ref. [26], the method is called “decision-level”, nevertheless the fusion
is at the score level according to our definition in Fig. 1, while the “decision” is
about the pre-selection of a combination of the component classifiers.
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Fig. 1. Different levels of fusion: sensor level, feature level, matching score level, and decision level.

concatenates the component matching scores as a new feature vec-
tor, and trains additional classifiers on them [7,14–16,27]. Examples
are neural networks, support vector machines, decision trees, etc.
This type of fusion needs to train the relevant classification param-
eters.

Matching score normalization is necessary for the first type of
matching score-level fusion, especially when the fusion is done be-
tween different classifiers or modalities, with the output matching
scores defined in their own different ways. Such normalization is
also important for the remaining two fusion schemes, as it can es-
sentially affect the matching score densities.

Fusion at decision level is less studied in literature, as it is often
considered inferior to matching score-level fusion, on the basis that
decisions are too “hard” and have less information content compared
to “soft” matching scores. One example of fusion on decision level
is the majority vote [13,28], which counts the number of decisions
d from the component classifiers, and chooses the majority of the
decision as the final decision. Its derivative, weightedmajority voting
[29], assigns different weights according to different performances of
the component classifiers. This consequently transforms the output
value from logical numbers to continuous numbers. More of such
examples are the Bayesian decision fusion [30], the Dempster–Shafer
theory of evidence [31], which also convert the decisions into scores,
with the converting parameters learned from a training score set.

“Soft” measures with information of the confidence level have al-
ways been preferred in fusion. It has been shown by Daugman [32]
that the combination of two matchers using AND or OR rule might
actually degrade the overall performance when the performances
of component classifiers are significantly different. Due to this phe-
nomenon, AND and OR rules are rarely recommended in practice [1].
In this paper, however, we propose a decision-level fusion scheme,
by the AND and OR rule, in an optimal way such that it always
gives an improvement in terms of error rates over the classifiers that
are fused. Here, optimal is in the Neyman–Pearson sense [21]: at a
given false-acceptance rate (FAR) �, the decision-fused classifier has
a false-rejection rate (FRR) � that is minimal, and never larger than
the FRR of the classifiers that are fused at the same �; or at a given
�, the decision-fused classifier reaches a minimal �.

Some scenarios exist in which the proposed decision-level fu-
sion is preferable to score-level fusion. For example, in template-
protected biometrics, an accept or reject decision is based on the
equality between a binary string extracted from the biometric data
and a reference binary string [33]. This means the matching score is
not available for fusion. If such a system is based on a fuzzy com-
mitment [34] or a fuzzy vault scheme [35], the error correction is a
part of the extraction of the binary string. The error correction can,

within limits, be tuned to correct a certain maximum number of er-
rors. This determines the point of operation on the receiver operat-
ing characteristic (ROC), and is equivalent to tuning a matching score
threshold. Therefore, the proposed optimized decision-level fusion
can be used to fuse two template protected biometric systems, and
the optimal fusion can be achieved by tuning the number or cor-
rected errors. Another scenario is that when the outliers are present
in the biometric data. In that case, as we will discuss in Section 3, the
proposed OR rule fusion often outperforms the conventional score-
level fusion methods.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
threshold-optimized decision-level theory on statistically indepen-
dent and dependent classifiers. Section 3 discusses the application
of the proposed method in the outlier scenario. Section 4 presents
the experimental results of the fusion between two face modalities
and different algorithms. Section 5 gives the conclusion.

2. Threshold-optimized decision-level fusion theory

A decision can be denoted by a logical number d ∈ {1, 0}, where 1
is for “accept” and 0 for “reject”. From a classifier point of view, any
decision di is obtained by comparing the matching scores si with a
certain threshold Ti (see Fig. 1). In the proposed decision-level fusion
with optimized thresholds, we do not pre-fix the thresholds Ti of
the individual component classifiers as is common in conventional
decision-level fusion [32], instead, we optimize the combination of
these thresholds, according to their joint behavior in the AND or OR
rule fusion.

Before discussing the optimization process in detail, let us first
look at the characterization of individual classifiers. Each decision
d of a classifier is characterized by two error probabilities: the first
is the probability of a false acceptance, the FAR, �, and the second
is the probability of a false rejection, FRR, �. Obviously, FAR and
FRR are both functions of T. When T varies, the FRR can be seen
as a function of the FAR, �(�), known as the detection error trade-
off (DET) characteristic [36]. DET is an indication of classification
performance, revealing the inherent separability of the two opposite
classes. An equivalentmeasure is the ROC, inwhich the detection rate
pd = 1− � is expressed as a function of �, pd(lpha) [37]. We will use
ROC for illustration throughout this paper. However, as we deal with
the OR rule most of the time, it is more convenient to use pr(�) (pr=
1−� is the correct-rejection rate), a classifier's rejection characteristic
equivalent to the ROC, in all the mathematical derivations.

Depending on statistical properties of the component decisions,
two different situations are identified. First, the multiple decisions
di, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N, are statistically independent. This is desirable in
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fusion, as it has been observed that fusion works better when the
fused components are independent [13,28] or negatively dependent
[38]. This situation occurs in many multi-modal biometric fusion
cases, and facilitates a fast training based on ROC, as will be shown
in Section 2.2. Second, the multiple decisions di, i=1, 2, . . . ,N, possess
some dependencies. Threshold-optimized decision-level fusion can
also be solved for dependent decisions in a non-parametric manner,
but the training is much slower and the optimized thresholds are
more sensitive to the training set. Actually, the ROC-based training
for independent decisions suffices for most fusion applications, even
when some dependency exists. This is analog to the naive Bayes
classifier [28], which also assumes independency between differ-
ent features, but whose good performance in dependency cases has
been acknowledged in a wide range of applications [39,40]. In the
following, we will concentrate on the solution for the independent
decisions, while the solution for the dependent decisions will be ad-
dressed in Appendix B.

In all the following derivations, we will mainly focus on the OR
rule as it is of more interest in practice. The AND rule fusion can be
derived in a similar way.

2.1. Problem definition

Suppose we have N statistically independent decisions di, i =
1, 2, . . . ,N. To analyze the OR rule we have to work with the false-
rejection rates, FRR � and the correct-rejection rate pr. After appli-
cation of the OR rule to decisions di, i = 1, . . . ,N, we have, under the
assumption that all decisions are statistically independent, that

� =
N∏

i=1

�i, pr(�) =
N∏

i=1

pr,i(�i) (1)

with � the FRR and pr the correct-rejection rate of the final fused
decision, respectively. The optimized OR rule decision fusion can
then be formally defined by finding

p̂r(�) = max
�i|

∏
�i=�

N∏

i=1

pr,i(�i) (2)

where p̂r is the maximal correct-rejection rate at �. In other words,
the �i's of the component classifiers are tuned during this opti-
mization, so that the fused classifier can give maximal pr at a fixed
� = ∏N

i=1�i.
Likewise, the optimized AND rule decision fusion can also be

formulated, based on the false accept rate � and detection rate pd:

p̂d(�) = max
�i|

∏
�i=�

N∏

i=1

pd,i(�i) (3)

It is easily proved that the optimized correct-rejection rate p̂r(�) is
never smaller than any of the pr,i's at the same �:

p̂r(�)�pr,i(�), i = 1, . . . ,N (4)

Because, by definition

p̂r(�) = max
�i|

∏
�i=�

N∏

i=1

pr,i(�i) �

N∏

j=1

pr,j(�j)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∏N
i=1�i=�

(5)

As it holds for any classifier that pr,i(1)=1, Eq. (4) readily follows by
setting �j = � and �i = 1 for all i� j. Similarly, it can be proved for
the AND rule that p̂d(�)�pd,i(�), for i = 1, . . . ,N.

By solving the optimization problem in Eqs. (2) and (3), the op-
timal operation points for every component classifiers are obtained.

2.2. Problem solution

In the work of Zhang et al. [41], a similar optimization problem
as in Eq. (3) is reformulated in a logarithmic domain. Under the as-
sumption that log(pr,i(�i)) is a concave function of log(�i), it is pro-
posed to find the optimal operation points by solving the uncon-
strained Lagrange optimization problem:

max{logpr − � log�} = max

⎧⎨
⎩

N∑

i=1

log(pr,i(�i)) − �

⎛
⎝

N∑

i=1

log(�i)

⎞
⎠

⎫⎬
⎭

=
N∑

i=1

max{log(pr,i(�i)) − � log(�i)} (6)

Due to the log-concavity assumption of each individual ROC, this
optimization can be done by maximizing the value of log(pr,i(�i)) −
� log(�i) for each ROC individually, and thus avoiding exhaustive
search. For more details, see Refs. [41,42]. One drawback of this
method is that it does introduce a possibly too restrictive assumption
on the ROC. The concavity of pr� and pd(�) always holds in the
original domain, but it does not always apply in the logarithmic
domain. To avoid this drawback, we present an alternative approach,
without any additional assumption or approximation. We propose
that the optimization problem (2) and (3) be solved in a recursive
manner: first fuse two arbitrary classifiers from the set of component
classifiers, compute the ROC of the fused classifier, and then fuse
the resulting ROC with the next arbitrary component ROC, and so
on. The proof of optimality is put in Appendix A. This means that
every time we only have to fuse two classifiers, thus avoiding the
exponential explosion in computational complexity in combining
multiple classifiers. We summarize the solution in the following:

(1) Given N component classifiers, each characterized by pd,i(�i) or
pr,i(�i), i=1, . . . ,N. Each operation point corresponds to a thresh-
old.

(2) Take any two ROCs and do threshold-optimized decision fusion.
(3) Replace the two ROCs with the optimally fused ROC. Note that

for a single operation point on the already fused ROC, there are
now multiple thresholds coming from the component classifiers.

(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) until all the classifiers have been com-
bined.

(5) A final ROC pd(�) or pr(�) is obtained, with each operation point
corresponding to N thresholds from the N component classifiers.

The only problem left now is the fusion of two ROCs in step (2).
In real situations, p̂d(�) is not available in its analytical form, but
instead characterized by a set of discrete operation points. There-
fore, we solve the fusion of two ROCs in a brute-force manner. Sup-
pose we have two ROCs, denoted by N1 and N2 discrete operation

points, respectively: ROC1 = {(�i
1, p

i
r,1)}, ROC2 = {(�j

2,p
j
r,2)}, where

i=1, 2, . . . ,N1, j=1, 2, . . . ,N2. The fusion of these two classifiers, under
the independent assumption, can have in total N1 ·N2 possible com-

binations after OR rule fusion: {(�i
1�

j
2,p

i
r,1p

j
r,2)}. The AND rule fusion

can be derived similarly by using � and pd. Obviously, each pair of
operation points corresponds to a pair of thresholds (T1, T2) with T1
from the first classifier and T2 from the second classifier. To get the
optimized fusion, we select those operation points which form a con-
cave hull of all the possible combinations. Fig. 2 illustrates this op-
timization process. In this example, we have generated the genuine
and impostor scores independently for two classifiers. The genuine
scores of the two classifiers has a multivariate Gaussian distribution
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Fig. 2. Threshold-optimized decision fusion in the independent case: (a) the scatter plot of two matching scores, (b) two ROCs of the two matching scores, respectively,
(c) all the possible OR fused points and the optimal ROC selected, and (d) all the possible AND fused points and the optimal ROC selected.

of N
(
(2.5, 2.5),

(
1
0

0
1

))
, while the impostor scores of the two classi-

fiers have a multivariate Gaussian distribution of N
(
(0, 0),

(
1
0

0
1

))
.

In Fig. 2(c) and (d), the dots denote all the possible combinations for
the OR rule and the AND rule fusion, and the solid line marks the
concave hull, which is optimal in the Neyman–Pearson sense. The
optimized thresholds for the decision-level fusion are, therefore, ob-
tained as the thresholds corresponding to the selected points of op-
eration. It can be seen that both the OR rule and the AND rule fusion
result in a better ROC than the original two ROCs.

Note that the optimality of the solution is only true in indepen-
dent cases, and the ROCs in Fig. 2(c) and (d) are the estimation of the
fused ROCs under the independency assumption. When the match-
ing scores have some dependencies, as we will show in Appendix B,
the ROC improvement is smaller compared to that of the indepen-
dent case.

2.3. Additional remarks

The ROC is useful indirect indication of the score distributions.
A highlight of the proposed decision-level fusion method is that it
works on the operation points on the ROC, instead of on the match-
ing scores as many other conventional fusion methods do. In prac-
tice, the number of the training matching scores could be enor-
mous, but after calculating the ROC from the set, the number of ROC

operation points is usually much smaller. On the other hand, when
the number of the training matching scores is very small, the ROC
points can even be interpolated and smoothed to produce a robust
estimation. This simplifies the problem by converting any number
of training scores to a manageable number of operation points on
ROC. The optimization of the proposed decision-level fusion is again
very simple. This makes the algorithm very efficient with training
data sets of any size.

The computation involved in the training stage is the estimation
of the ROC and the selection of the optimal ROC points. Given the
training score set, it is very easy to calculate the ROC by comparing
the scores with a number of thresholds, and estimate the FAR and
FRR. The optimization, as in Eqs. (2) and (3), is achieved simply by
taking the outer boundary points in the �–pd plane. In the verifica-
tion stage, the calculation is extremely fast: for N classifiers, only N
comparisons and N−1 AND or OR operations are required. Both the
training and the fusion are simpler compared with advanced score-
level fusion methods, such as support vector machines or likelihood
ratio methods based on Gaussian mixtures.

Score normalization is important in matching score-level fusion
[1,5]. From the Neyman–Pearson point of view, it is most desirable
that the matching score s(x) be normalized in such a way that it
is equal, or proportional to, the likelihood ratio of the feature vec-
tor x: F(s(x)) = (p(x|�gen))/(p(x|�imp)), where F(·) is a monotonic
normalization function. Different normalization functions result in
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different decision boundaries in matching score-level fusion. In com-
parison, an advantage of threshold-optimized decision-level fusion
is that the optimization is invariant to any monotonic transforma-
tion of the original matching scores. A monotonic function changes
the absolute value of the matching scores, but does not alter the rela-
tive relationship between the matching scores. The operation points
on the ROC, therefore, cannot be changed. As a result, the optimized
operation points are invariant to any monotonic normalization. This
implies that the final performance remains identical for any kind of
score normalization function F(·).

There is always certain discrepancy between training and testing
scores, which is one of the causes of overtraining. Inmany score-level
fusion methods, such as the likelihood ratio method, SVM, or NN,
there are a number of parameters to be estimated from the training
data. The more parameters needed for characterization, the more
flexible the boundary is in the score space, and the more sensitive it
is to overtraining. In our decision-level method, we expect that, due
to the coarser partitioning of the score space, the proposed fusion is
more robust to model deviations between the training and testing
data. This will be supported by results of the fusion experiments in
Section 5.

3. OR fusion in presence of outliers

In this section, we will discuss the situation when the proposed
OR rule decision-level fusion is especially favorable. Outliers, in bio-
metric verification, refer to the biometric data which belong to the
genuine user, but deviate from the genuine user distribution. Taking
face for example, outliers can be caused by extraordinary expres-
sions, poses, illuminations, or mis-registrations. Some examples are
given in Fig. 3. Outliers cause false rejections most of the time.

Suppose the outlier scores have a probability density function
of �out(s). This function could be approximated by the impostor
distribution �imp(s), based on the fact the outlier scores have values
that could otherwise be taken as impostors. Suppose the genuine
score has a probability density function of �gen(s), and the prior
probability of outliers occurring in the genuine score is po. Taking
into account the outliers, the probability of the genuine score s is

�′
gen(s) = (1 − po) · �gen(s) + po · �imp(s) (7)

Suppose we are fusing two independent classifiers, both with out-
liers in the genuine score. The joint probability of two independent

Fig. 3. (a) Normal samples of the user data and (b) outliers in the user data.

samples s1 and s2 is

�(s1, s2) = (1 − po,1)(1 − po,2) · �gen,1(s1)�gen,2(s2)

+ po,1(1 − po,2) · �gen,1(s1)�imp,2(s2)

+ (1 − po,1)po,2 · �imp,1(s1)�gen,2(s2)

+ po,1po,2 · �imp,1(s1)�imp,2(s2) (8)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the first and the second clas-
sifier, respectively.

For example in Fig. 4, for the first classifier, po,1 = 0.03,
�gen,1(s1) ∼ N(1.5, 1), �imp,1(s1) ∼ N(−1.5, 1), while for the second
classifier, po,2 = 0.10, �gen,2(s2) ∼ N(2, 1), �imp,2(s2) ∼ N(−2, 1).
Fig. 4(a)–(c) shows the boundaries of AND rule decision fusion, OR
rule decision fusion, sum rule matching score fusion, respectively,
at the fixed FAR � = 0.01. Fig. 4(d) compares the resulting ROC by
different fusion schemes. Under the given situations with outliers,
OR rule decision fusion achieves the best performance in a large
range, for � >0.005. The AND rule fusion, in comparison, is not suit-
able for the given score distributions as it only results in the better
of the two ROCs.

It is interesting to notice that in Eq. (8), the OR rule boundary
accepts all the terms except the last one, which is negligible because
of the small value of po,1po,2. This explains why OR rule decision
fusion is suitable for this kind of problem.

The type of matching score distribution as simulated in Fig. 4 is
not a rare scenario. It is very often the case that a number of outliers
occur in the genuine class, thus making the genuine distribution
extend to the impostor class. The impostor class, however, is less
likely to produce such a comparable proportion of “outliers”. Such
phenomenon can be explained by the great discriminating power of
a high-dimensional space [43], which makes a classifier in it more
ready to reject than to accept. Realistic examples will follow in the
next section.

Other fusion methods could also be applied to the fusion problem
with outliers, such as density-based fusion, e.g. likelihood ratio test,
or classifier-based fusion, e.g. SVM, NN, which also takes care of the
outliers during training. However, the resulting decision boundary
is more dependent on the training data. To accommodate the out-
liers, for example, the outliers should be included in the training set.
In comparison, the OR rule fusion always has good tolerance with
outliers no matter if they are included in the training set or not.
The advantage of the proposed OR rule decision fusion, moreover,
is its simplicity. First, a normalization step is not required; second,
the calculation is faster, as only a limited number of operation
points are involved in the calculation. Third, there is potentially less
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Fig. 4. (a) Scatter plot of the scores and OR rule boundary, (b) scatter plot of the scores and AND rule boundary, (c) scatter plot and sum rule boundary, and (d) comparison
of the ROCs.

Fig. 5. Example from the FRGC database: the 2D texture and the 3D shape recorded simultaneously recorded.

overtraining possibilities, as the decision boundaries is much simpler
than those of the SVM or NN.

4. Experiments and results

The larger context of this work is the EU FP6 3D-face project
[44], which aims to use 3D facial shape data in combination with 2D
texture data for reliable passport identification. The first database
that the algorithms were developed on is the FRGC database [45],

which contains the 2D face texture and 3D face shape data col-
lected simultaneously. An example of the two modalities is shown in
Fig. 5. The database contains data of 465 subjects and has in total
4007 samples. The classifiers that produce the matching scores are
trained on 309 subjects in the database. To train fusion, another 100
subjects are taken to obtain the matching scores from the trained
classifier, resulting in 25,520 genuine scores and 2,568,190 impostor
scores. The remaining 56 subjects are used for evaluation, resulting
in 12,270 genuine scores and 700,910 impostor scores.
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Fig. 6. Fusion between the UTW texture and UTW shape data: scatter plot and the fusion results.

For either modality, the matching scores are derived and pro-
vided by L-1 Identity Solutions (L1), Cognitec Systems (COG), and
the University of Twente (UTW). In the L-1 method, the matching
scores are computed using the hierarchical graph matching (HGM)
methods [46], which represents the facial geometry by means of
a flexible grid. Similar to the biological structures in the human
brain, a set of specific filter structures is assigned to each node of
the graph and analyzes the local facial characteristics [47,48]. With

HGM, approximately 2000 characteristics are used to represent
a face and an individual identity. For the analysis of a face, the
shape (“landmarks”) and the structure (“features”) of the face are
separated, making HGM a very robust facial recognition method
providing a basis for both 2D and 3D face recognition. In the COG
method, for 2D faces, the feature components are retrieved by
applying local image Gabor transforms at facial feature locations.
These components are then concatenated to form the raw 2D face
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Fig. 7. Fusion between the UTW texture and L1 shape data: scatter plot and the fusion results.

feature vector. For 3D faces, the face shape is firstly registered and
smoothed to form the raw 3D face feature vector. Global trans-
formations are applied on the raw feature vectors in both cases,
in order to maximize the ratio of inter-personal variance to intra-
personal variance [49]. The final scores are obtained by simple
similarity measures of the transformed feature vectors. In the UTW
methods, holistic approach is taken, and the feature vectors are
derived by the conventional PCA and LDA transformation, and the
scores are computed as the likelihood ratio of the feature vector in

the feature space. More details of the mathematics can be found in
Ref. [50].

For comparison, we also implemented three other typical score-
level fusion methods, namely, sum rule (transformation-based), like-
lihood ratio (density-based), SVM (classifier-based), which are ex-
plained in more detail in the following:

(1) Sum rule: In this transformation-based method, we used
the simple and effective Z-normalization [1], which normal-
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Fig. 8. Fusion between the L1 texture data and L1 shape data: scatter plot and the fusion results.

izes the genuine or impostor scores to unit variance. In this
paper, we use the Z-normalization based on the genuine
scores.2

2 We only present this one for readability of the figures. Z-normalization
based on the impostor scores and other normalization techniques like min–max-
normalization and tanh-normalization [1] have also been tried and yielded similar
results.

(2) Likelihood ratio: In this density-based method, the score density
is first estimated using Gaussian mixture models (GMM) [51],
as in the work of Prabhakar and Jain [26]. Then the likelihood
ratio is calculated based on the estimation of both genuine and
impostor score distributions.

(3) SVM: In this classification-based methods, we used SVM as the
classifier. The decision boundary is trained using the radius basis
function (RBF) kernels [52]. The scores are firstly Z-normalized
with a variance of 1, and the RBF radius is chosen as 1 as the
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Fig. 9. Fusion between the L1 texture data and UTW shape data: scatter plot and the fusion results.

empirical value yielding robust performance. More implementa-
tion details can be found in Ref. [53].

Fusion is done between the two face modalities with scores derived
from different algorithms. In each experiment, a training set is used
first to find the parameters for fusion. In the decision-level fusion,
the parameters refer to the optimized thresholds; while in the score-
level fusion, the parameters refer to the normalization factors in the
method (1), distributional parameters in the method (2), and SVM

coefficients in themethod (3). Then the evaluation of themethods are
conducted on the testing data. For each fusion method, the resulting
ROC are calculated and compared. Note that here we do not compare
only a single operation point, instead we give an overview of the
performance by plotting ROC, i.e., all the possible operation points.

Figs. 6–9 show 4 different combinations of the fusion between
the face texture modality and shape modality. The ROC and the EER
are shown, as well as the training score and testing score scatter
plot. As observed, in Figs. 6 and 8 the OR rule fusion outperforms all
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other score-level fusion methods with respect to EER. The method
even works better than the theoretically optimal LLR method. This
can be explained by the discernible difference between the training
and testing scores, which means that the probability density func-
tion might be over-tuned during the training. For the same reason,
the support vectors are also different in the training and test set,
thus accounting for the unsatisfactory performance of the SVM fu-
sion method. Compared to the score-level fusion, the proposed ROC-
based decision-level fusion are less sensitive to the training-testing
data deviation, as indicated by Fig. 6. Another factor that makes the
OR rule fusion favorable is its robustness against the outliers, as ex-
plained in Section 3. The AND rule fusion, however, does not work
well, yielding performance sometimes even worse than the compo-
nent ROC.3

In Fig. 7 the OR rule fusion works well, outperforming the score-
level fusion methods except the likelihood ratio one, on the FAR
range from 0.5% to 100%, but not as well on the lower FAR range
(note the logarithm scale exaggerates this part). The likelihood ratio
fusion method, as in Nandakumar et al. [24] and Prabhakar and Jain
[26], remains the best. In Fig. 9 the OR rule fusion also performs
worse than the LLR method in the lower FAR region, but equally well
as far as the EER is concerned.

We have further combined all the 6 classifiers: 3 texture classi-
fiers and 3 shape classifiers. The fusion is done in a recursive way
as introduced in Appendix A. We show the fusion results on both
the training ROCs and the testing ROCs in Fig. 10. It can be seen that
the proposed decision-fusion outperforms other score-level meth-
ods, with considerable margin in the testing case. Such good per-
formance is accounted by the outlier phenomenon existing in some
component scores, as well as the obvious discrepancies between the
training and testing data, which can be observed by comparing the
6 component ROCs in Fig. 10(a) and (b).

The LLR fusion is able to achieve the statistically optimal results
and does outperform all the othermethods in some experiments pre-
sented above, because it has the strongest theoretic support. Never-
theless, in this paper we still emphasize three properties of the pro-
posed decision fusion: (1) Good performance at lower complexity.
For example, the LLR fusion method needs to learn the joint proba-
bility distribution of the training scores, either in a parametric or a
non-parametric way, and the SVM fusion methods needs to learn the
support vectors and their corresponding weights, all of which has
high computational complexity. (2) Tolerance to overtraining. This
is mainly due to the simplicity of the decision boundary, as well as
the fact that we only work on the ROC operation points, which is
already a reduced representation of the scores. (3) Insensitivity to
outliers. This has been elaborated on in Section 3, and illustrated in
Fig. 6, in which the outlier phenomenon is most pronounced.

For the decision-level fusion, we have implemented the optimiza-
tion methods derived in Section 2.2 and Appendix A, which is simple,
but assumed independencies between the scores. Despite the certain
degree of dependency between the two component scores, however,
the final fused ROC on the testing data still demonstrate satisfactory
performance. This can be explained by the fact that the main pur-
pose of the proposed solutions is to find the optimal combination
of thresholds which have the highest estimation of performance, in-
stead of estimating the performance itself. In many dependent cases,
the optimized thresholds are still plausible solutions, although the
fused ROC is over-estimated. This is similar to the Naive Bayes clas-
sifier Duda et al. [28], which uses the independency assumption to
estimate the class-conditional probabilities and then compare them.
The estimated probabilities may very well be inaccurate, but the
rank of them remains correct in many cases. The optimality of Naive
Bayes classifier has been studied in literature [39,40].

3 This may happen when the training set and testing set have different statistics.
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Fig. 10. Fusion of all the six classifiers: (a) training ROCs and (b) testing ROCs.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a new fusion method called threshold-optimized
decision-level fusion is proposed. Both the theoretical analysis and
the experimental results have been presented. In theory, the pro-
posed decision fusion will always bring improvements over the orig-
inal classifiers that are fused, and in practice, it also improves the
system performance effectively, in a way comparable or even better
than the conventional matching score fusion.

Fusion at decision level by AND and OR rule is not a popular prac-
tice, but in this paper we have shown that it can be done in an opti-
mal manner, by optimizing the thresholds of component classifiers,
such that it can be very beneficial. By threshold-optimized decision
fusion, matching score normalization is not needed, and the compo-
nent classifiers are automatically balanced through the optimization
process in training, thus reducing the risk of performance degra-
dation, when the component classifiers have significantly different
performances. In this way certain drawbacks related with AND/OR
decision-level fusion [32] can be avoided. It is also noteworthy that
the optimization is only based on the limited number of opera-
tion points on the ROC instead of directly on the matching scores.
Furthermore, we have shown that the OR rule decision fusion is es-
pecially useful in presence of outliers. Compared to other score-level
fusion, however, the disadvantage of decision-level fusion is the
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limited possibility of decision boundaries, because the operations are
restricted to thresholding, AND, and OR. Therefore, a study of the
matching score distribution characteristics and the classifier diver-
sity [54,55] is strongly recommended before selecting the appropri-
ate fusion method.

Threshold-optimized decision-level fusion based on optimizing
the ROC is an interesting fusion method both in theory and in
practice. From a Neyman–Pearson point of view, the improvements
brought by the proposed decision fusion on FAR (FRR) with respect
to a fixed FRR (FAR) is always very desirable for any biometric
system.
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Appendix A. Optimality of recursive fusion

This procedure leads to an optimal solution, which is shown
below for the OR rule. The proof for the AND rule is similar. As
in Section 2.2, in the following derivation, the matching scores of
different classifiers are assumed to be independent.

Let I and J denote the index sets, such that I ∩ J = ∅ and
I ∪J= {1, . . . ,N}. Define

pIr (�) = max
�i|

∏
�i=�

∏

i∈I
pr,i(�i) (A.1)

pJr (�) = max
�j|

∏
�j=�

∏

j∈J
pr,j(�j) (A.2)

and

pIJ
r (�) = max

�I�J=�
pIr (�I)pJr (�J) (A.3)

First, expanding pIJ
r (�) results in a product

∏N
k=1pr,k(�k) for

some �k, k = 1, . . . ,N, satisfying
∏N

k=1�k = �. Therefore, we have

pIJ
r (�)� max

�k| ∏�k=�

N∏

k=1

pr,k(�k) (A.4)

Second,

pIJ
r (�)�pIr (�I)pJr (�J)|∀{�I ,�J}: �I�J=�

�
∏

i∈I
pr,i(�i)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∀{�i}i∈I:
∏

�i=�I

∏

j∈J
pr,j(�j)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∀{�j}j∈J:

∏
�j=�J

=
N∏

k=1

pr,k(�k)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∀{�k}Nk=1:
∏

�k=�

� max
�k| ∏�k=�

N∏

k=1

pr,k(�k) (A.5)

The latter inequality follows by choosing the �k such that they
maximize pr(�).

On combining Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) we have

pIJ
r (�) = max

�k| ∏�k=�

N∏

k=1

pr,k(�k) (A.6)

This means that if the optimal ROCs are known for arbitrary dis-
joint index subsets I and J, the overall optimal ROC can be found by
optimally fusing the subsets. Note that this statement is strictly true
in ideal conditions, i.e., when the ROC is complete, with every point
present on the ROC. In practice, however, the ROC cannot be com-
plete, but represented by a limited number of operation points. The
order of fusion, in this case, has some influences, but to an extent
only as small as any other common numerical problems. As long as
there are enough operation points from the ROC, the influences of
the fusion order can well be neglected.

Appendix B. Threshold-optimized decision-level fusion on depen-
dent decisions

It has been shown that to solve the proposed decision fusion
problem under independency assumptions, we work directly on the
ROCs and skip matching scores. In the dependent case, however, the
fusion performance cannot be estimated as in Eq. (1). Instead, we
return to the matching score space, and estimate the fusion perfor-
mance in a nonparametric manner.

To illustrate the fusion process, we simulate two matching scores
with dependency. The genuine matching scores have a multivari-
ate Gaussian distribution of N

(
(2.5, 2.5),

(
1

0.25
0.25
1

))
, while the im-

postor matching scores have a multivariate Gaussian distribution of
N

(
(0, 0),

(
1

0.25
0.25
1

))
. The matching scores are depicted by a scatter

plot in a 2D space, as shown in Fig. B1 (a).
To estimate the performance of fusion, we created a threshold

grid covering the matching score space, as shown in Fig. B1(a) by
the cross points. The FAR � and detection rate pd at each opera-
tion point can be estimated simply by applying the AND or OR rule,
and then counting the number of false acceptances or false rejec-
tions. Suppose we have Ngen genuine samples and Nimp impostor
samples, then from two classifiers, we have Ngen pair of genuine
scores (sgen1 , sgen2 )and Nimp pair of impostor scores (simp

1 , simp
2 ). At

any threshold (T1, T2), the ROC points by the OR and AND fusion can
be easily calculated:

�OR(T1, T2) = ‖{(simp
1 , simp

2 )|(simp
1 �T1) ∨ (simp

2 �T2)}‖
Nimp

pd OR(T1, T2) = ‖{(sgen1 , sgen2 )|(sgen1 �T1) ∨ (sgen2 �T2)}‖
Ngen

�AND(T1, T2) = ‖{(simp
1 , simp

2 )|(simp
1 �T1) ∧ (simp

2 �T2)}‖
Nimp

pd AND(T1, T2) = ‖{(sgen1 , sgen2 )|(sgen1 �T1) ∧ (sgen2 �T2)}‖
Ngen

where ‖ · ‖ denotes size of the set. Consequently, for every threshold
on the grid, ROC points can be shown in Fig. B1(c) and (d) by dots.
Like the independent case, we again select those operation points
which form a concave hull of the candidate points, as shown in Fig.
B1(c) and (d). The optimized thresholds for decision-level fusion are
therefore obtained as the thresholds corresponding to the selected
points of operation.

Without the independency assumption, the presented decision
fusion still has the good property that, similar to Eq. (4), the result-
ing ROC outperforms either component ROCs. This can be proved
by the fact that in fusion, the original points of (�, pd)'s on ROC1
and ROC2 are still existent in the pool of candidate points to be
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Fig. B1. Threshold-optimized decision fusion in the dependent case: (a) the scatter plot of two matching scores, and the threshold grid, (b) two ROCs of the two matching
scores, respectively, (c) all the possible OR fused points and the optimal ROC selected, and (d) all the possible AND fused points and the optimal ROC selected.

selected.4 Therefore, the resulting ROC, after the optimization of the
concave hull, is again more favorable over the original ROCs in the
Neyman–Pearson sense. It can be noticed, however, the margin of
improvement becomes smaller compared to the independent case,
as dependency of the two classifiers implies less added information.
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